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EXPLANATORY

Extraordinary Registration
The articles of incorporation together with the AGDA WORLD MASTER PLAN
shall be sent worldwide to countries, states, cities and companies, societies,
religions, governmental and non-governmental organisations with the
possibility of approval, rejection, or abstention (neutrality) by their
representatives.
The addressees (representatives) shall be established by the AGDA members.
Consent: One document that is signed by the representatives is sent back to
the AGDA, the other is put in archive.
Rejection: Another document is sent back to the AGDA without a signature.
Abstention (neutrality) : The absence of agreement or disagreement.

We need a WORLD MASTER PLAN, because in this document should be
written what way the people, companies, countries should go in the
future , ... , and this way comes from our visions, from our knowledge
calculated with the rules of the mathematics with the informations of the
physics and not fantasies. The most documents what we have read from other
organisations are information in of today situation and from this the situation
in the future with a automatic way from the situation of today. All other
documents are pursuing the interests of fewer companies beyond the target
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more than the profit than a solution for new energy and new biochemicals.
Together all documents are more a cry for help. Study and understand the
causes and effects of the publications in the direction of new energy
,environmental technology and sustainability. Check the details with
independent informations/ results what you find and calculate in the formula
the real energy- balance, cost- balance, mass- balance and substance balance
in the entire system. The entire system including the energy consumption of
the logistics, of fertilizers and pesticides, the recycling of waste materials and
the energy consumption of the circuit from which the materials are made and
the machinery and equipment needed to manufacture them. In addition, the
energy consumption of workers and employees too. Today's new energy and
environmental technologies is in reality a machine used our climate and our
naturel world as fuel. Looking at the whole system where this effect, it is more
damaging our world than the fossil energy and chemical solution that we use
today. This fact is, however, concealed from ignorance as it comes to a lot of
new jobs.
We observe these goings closely and will put an end when the greatest
losses are expected for the investors. AGDA GREEN CERTIFICATE.... AND THE
GREENWASHING WILL PUT AN END. The other way is to recognize his own
faults and to see that we not only have a better solution by far, our new energy
and new chemicals are in a whole new dimension. Instead of bothering us with
industrial espionage and attempting to steal our knowledge and our
experience, we should join together with the resouces what we can organize
just in time. All technologies to BCTL_CRUDE (bio-coal-to-liquid crude / bio
crude_oil) will go to the company AGICENERGY (A&A CHEMISTRY) belong to
the production of bio crude_oil. From bio crude_oil to other products such as
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plastics, textile, paint, medicines, fertilizers and / or detergent, all technology
will go to the property of the companies and organisations that are funding
this. The biopowersystems 3rd generation plant manufacturing will be held in
Germany. The biopowersystems 3rd generation are supplied to the cost price,
constructed, commissioned, operated, serviced, and also recycled to the
circuit. There are no profit made in the plant manufacturing. Profits only
through the sale of bioenergy, biofuels, chemicals and materials 3rd generation
obtained, which are then distributed fairly and to be arranged under the united
companies. The management and control will take on the AGDA, also the
business development and if necessary the development of applications for
new laws by the policy to speed up the economy and the building of the NEW
GREEN INDUSTRY.
We're all in the same boat. The boat is our mother earth and there is no
planet B type, and we will not have the opportunity to leave our planet in the
future as the aerospace needs chemicals, energy and materials to be
originating mainly produced from fossil crude oil. So we must, because we will
have no other choice, with joining our forces and resources to transform the
entire fossil resource-based economies into sustainable economies, and that all
in a very short time. Lone, price pressure, unfair methods of competition,
patent fraudulent strategies, as well as corruption and severance payments to
unpopular competitor we will not tolerate and fight with all of us asked to
submit disposal.
We have crude oil only for the next 30 years, according to our european
media and information from the internet. We have not crude oil for the next 70
to 100 years as by specialists calculated by measurements. Here the world's
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largest crude oil deposits are 40% to 50% manipulated up to kept constant the
prices in the future and keep down any panic in the stock market what effect
on the economic market what effect on the societies and the companies what
effect on the employees, working citizens what effect on inner peace and also
prosperity, health, freedom and happiness of every citizen and his family with
the children.
We have the solution for the caming after peak oil reality and find it
good that our time has come to make the world to develop according to our
ideas and plans. There will be a social green world. Let the 4th Industrial
revolution begin with the green revolution ... hand in hand ... We extend to
you the hand and invite you in our new world that already works as an idea
and continues to grow at a draft. As members of our organization we will
together then decide when the old world order must go to create space for
new.
Most people begin to think if it is too late and the remaining ones
never understand. The people how talk of peace, they draw as soldiers in the
war. The people how speak from climate protection, thay make their air
conditioners on. The people who honor nature, they build. All the
philosophizing of saving the consume they consume the most. The people who
love animals thay eat the most meat. That the life respect thay picking flowers
death to smell them. These people will be forgiven because they want to
change. They can not act because they are sitting in a machinery which no one
can stop, because there is no ideas how to stop, how to transform. Thus, the
beginning comes from the end always faster just to these people how only
speak and can not act. The crude oil age will be one day no more counted. We
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have to leave mineral oil before it leaves us (Faith Birol IEA 08-2010).
Thus, our time has come they will go again, this is life, so in the small in the
large. We would not say we are better or worse, or just talk and do not act,
maybe even think very differently when we talk or even write them differently
because we feel we personal goals follow. Today's world, which was made up of
crude oil, natural gas and fossil coal ( fossil carbon ) is in danger of collapse
and fall back into the stone age.
And at the end of next disasters solar panels, wind energy and biogas
produced from chemicals and materials that originate have from crude oil. If
the crude oil more expensive as well as the new energy and environmental
technology is more expensive. They tend to go to along with the crude oil and
then completely and forever disappears. Does that mean at the end the
downfall of our civilisation and mother nature, as we will again use the wood as
a raw material and source of fuel and that for 10 billion people on this planet.
For a given price of crude oil, the economy is collapsing, and with your a
society which by their increasing poverty and hunger, increasing violence and
protests extends also goes to terorrisums. Growing civil unrest and looting
means after time then wars, country against country, and finally, as the history
has shown, can even develop into world wars, when the situation gets out of
control.
We develop and manage our own new energy and new chemical group
and that without competitive. Our international organization (AGDA) plan to
lead the world into a new age. In a social green age. We write history and
create the future. We are working on the solution and ask that you support us
with time, materials, money and knowledge in detail. Our international
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organization (AGDA) is the judge of billions of people are also of the whole
planet. We will judge fairly because we gave our judges the thinking (request
we will send them to prove). If our organization fails, then all people will die as
human beings and the whole planet ( long time view ). Our organisation can
only fails if more than 50% of the countries, states, cities and companies,
societies, religions, governmental and non-governmental organisations do not
accept our WORLD MASTER PLAN. You as human being will be responsible that
they accept this. Sign up as free membership and help us to create the WORLD
MASTER PLAN. After sign up you will get newsletter, teamwork letter, business
to-business letter, business-to-people letter and art_visions letter as long as
you get a good feeling to come in action. Contact us and tell of your special
skills and/or your resources ( time, people, investments, materials ) you have.
Do you wish a cost-free short training you will get it. Then you'll get from us
your personal mission. The results of your mission will carry your name if you
want it and/or your investments will be fully repaid with a return of investment
/ ROI 4%-to-18% per year.
Responsible for the content of this text is:
Damir Agic
01.06.2013
58558 Lippstadt, Germany
PASSPORT_ID : ...<<...<<<0
All Rights Reserved
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